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SESSION CONTENTS 

Review the main difficulties that an 
engineer faces when trying to 
become an entrepreneur. 

 

Share personal experience at three 
start ups between 1999 and 2016. 

 

Richard Feynman en Caltech 



THE ONE AND ONLY REASON TO HAVE A COMPANY 

A company exists only to serve a market. 



COROLARY 

Successfull startups are those which 
create the right products for big 

markets. * 

* Everything else does not really matter very much. 

⇐ Toy 



SELLING: WHAT IS A SALESMAN? 

A (good) salesman is a person who is  
only  motivated by money. 



BUT… WHAT MOTIVATES AN ENGINEER? 

� Prove that he is better engineer than the others 

� Achieve a disruptive goal 

� Self-employing 

WHICH LEADS TO SOME 

COMMON MISTAKES: 

� Not knowing at which market they are 

� Overvaluating the idea 

� Not paying enough attention to marketing mix 

� Signing bad agreements among partners 

� Not watching closely cash & finance 



THREE KEYS TO MARKET ACCESS 

1. Connect macroscopic with microscopic.  

2. Research not only the technology but how 
customers use that technology. 

3. Understand the sales cycles and 
distribution channels. 



EXAMPLES ON HOW TO CONNECT MACROSCOPIC 

WITH MICROSCOPIC: THE 7 DEADLY SINS 

I. Lust. 

II. Sloth. YouTube: Sequoia (3,5+8) = $ 1.650.000.000 

III. Gluttony. Zagat (+100M$) 

IV. Wrath. Twitter. 

V. Envy. Facebook. 

VI. Greed. Oracle 

VII. Pride. 

 



STRATEGIES FOR DESIGNING A PRODUCT 

Inside-Out : 

What do I have that my customers might want? 

Outside-In : 

What do my customers want that I could build? 



HP 

• Founded in 1939 at a garage with $538 seed capital. 
 
• Its first product was the low-distortion audio oscillator HP200A sold 

at $54 which due to technical innovation was more stable than the 
existing ones priced at over $200. One of its first customers was Walt 
Disney who bought 6 unidades for testing in cinemas the sound of 
Fantasia movie. The price was less than the production cost and was 
set based on the border slogan from 1844 «54”40’ or Fight!» 

 
• The company went public in 1957. 
 
• In 1972 they launched the first pocket scientific calculator, called HP-

35 because it had 35 buttons, sold at $395. They estimated that the 
total market for such calculators was 10,000 units per year. They sold 
100,000 during the first year. And up to 300,000 before 
discontinuing it in 1975. 



SUN MICROSYSTEMS 



TACTICS FOR PRODUCT DESIGN 

• Best products often start by solving a need of its creator. 

• The best product is not always the most suitable for the market. 

• Cool design  matters. 

• Innovation is seldom only in technology. 

• The company must be always reinventing itself (pivot). 

• Whatever you do, do it with uttermost passion. 



FOUR BIGGEST NAIVE IDEAS 
 

⌠1⌡ The Great Fool 

   If you build something, someone will come and buy it for more money than it costed you. 

 

⌠2⌡ The Great Believer 

   If you build a part, someone will come and complete the rest. 

 

⌠3⌡ The Great Engineer 

   If you build a better mouse trap, people will buy it from your hardware store. 

 

⌠4⌡ The Great Hero 

   If you have enough courage, you’ll beat British Red Coats in front shooting. 

 



7 TACTICS FOR EASYING SALES 

1. Offer steroids. 

 Whoever wins a bid always needs extra help. 

2. Offer alt medicine. 

  Customers buy when none of the usual solutions worked for them. 

3. Go to rescue. 

  Customers buy after a previous disaster. 

4. Exploit fear. 

 Customers buy when they are scared. 

5. Don’t worry, be crappy. 

  Customers sometimes also buy cheap at a discount. 

6. Be the convinience store. 

 Customers sometimes buy simply because you are nearby. 

7. Sell trust. 

 



5 KEYS TO B2C CONVERSION 

1. Create a brand and Buzz… Buzz… Buzz…  

2. Screen the gold from the sand (Sales Funnel) 

3. Develop your Sales Channels 

4. Put a Toll Point 

5. Harpoon & Pull 



B2B SALES STEP BY STEP 

1. Locate the right decision marker or influencer. 
2. Come with a product that creates a competitive advantage. 
3. Mention references. 
4. Generate Trust. 
5. Be paitent, move slowly, then, move fast! 
6. Become elegible for certification. 
7. Lots of small quick wins are better bet than one big win. 
8. Do not threat status quo. 
9. Invest in the relationship without giving away anything. 
10. Thoroughly read each and every line of a contract. 
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